
Directions

These directions are if you enter FAU from the westmost entrance on Glades
Rd. Just in case, a campus map is available clicking here.

Follow the entrance road. You will pass two traffic lights after which you
will encounter a Stop sign. At the Stop sign you have two options.
Option 1. Keep following the road, which now curves to the right. The first
building on the left is the stadium. At that point you will be passing the Gym
(RC 91 in the FAU map) on your right. A few feet after passing the gym, with
the stadium still on your left you have a chance to turn to the right into a short
road with parking spots on the right. Ignore these parking spots, get to the end
of the short road, turn left. You are now in Parking Lot 4. Park in the red area.
If you get to a traffic light, you went too far. But you can turn to the right at
the light and make your way back to Lot 4.

Option 2. Make a right at the stop sign entering into a parking lot. You can
then drive through parking areas on a road parallel to the one followed in option
1. There are a couple of Stop signs. These first parking areas end at the Gym
(RC 91 in the FAU map). Once you pass the Gym (on your left in this option)
you cross a short road that bordering the gym and that ends on the road you
are following and then are in Parking Lot 4.

From lot 4 to the PS (Physical Sciences) Building. The building appears
as PS 55 in the FAU map. Parking Lot 4 is a little bit to the east (further down
the road) than the Science Building (SE 43 in the FAU map). The PS building
is right behind and a bit to the west of SE. SE is easy to identify, it has two
greenish chimneys and an astronomical observatory on the top, move toward it
and then pass it on the right; the next building you encounter is PS,
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